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LONDON: Protesters hold up placards as they gather in Parliament Square in central London yesterday as British Finance Minister George Osborne unveiled fresh austerity measures.
(Inset) Osborne holds up the Budget Box outside 11 Downing Street in central London.—AFP

Britain slashes spending in new austerity drive
Osborne promises to save $57bn in fiscal consolidation

MIDEAST STOCK MARKETS

Egypt continues bear run, 
Gulf depressed by weak oil

DUBAI: The bear run on Egypt’s stock market continued yesterday as
property developer Emaar Misr slid further in the wake of its listing,
while weak oil prices weighed on the Gulf.

The Egyptian stock index tumbled 2.6 percent to a 15-month low of
7,551 points, bringing its losses from February’s multi-year peak to 25
percent. The market has been hit by a perfect storm in the last few
weeks: Egypt’s energy and foreign exchange shortages, a decision by the
central bank to resume depreciating the Egyptian pound , and an order
by the bourse that Egyptian investors who buy global depository
receipts (GDRs) by purchasing shares in Egyptian pounds may only
receive their returns in that currency. Security fears after deadly clashes
with Islamist militants in the Sinai, the assassination of Egypt’s top public
prosecutor in Cairo, plus the Greek debt crisis - the euro zone is a top
trading partner and source of tourists for Egypt - have also hurt. Margin
calls have added to the selling in recent days.

Property developer Emaar Misr slid a further 5.5 percent to 3.28
pounds. It has plunged from an initial public offer price of 3.80 pounds
since it listed on Sunday, becoming a symbol of the market’s panic.
Before the IPO, which was heavily oversubscribed, analysts put fair value
for the stock at around 4.70 pounds. But investors have focused since
then on the fact that valuations of other property firms relative to their
assets are even lower. Palm Hills Development, another big real estate
firm, dropped 4.4 percent yesterday. Arab Cotton Ginning, which had
dropped 2.5 percent on Tuesday after the government said it was halting
all cotton imports to try to assist production and marketing of the local
crop, fell further in early trade but recovered to close up 0.4 percent. The
chairman of the Egyptian Chamber of Textile Industries said the textiles
sector would be hurt by the lack of cheap cotton imports.

“The market had run ahead of itself - developments haven’t kept up
with the hype,” Sherif Salem, portfolio manager at Invest AD, a major Abu
Dhabi fund firm, said of Egypt’s slide.

The bear market has brought Egyptian valuations, which were over
10 percent above emerging markets as a whole at one stage, more close-
ly in line; the index is now trading at about 13.5 times trailing earnings,
Thomson Reuters data shows, against around 13.2 for the MSCI emerg-
ing market index. This should eventually help to stabilize Egyptian
stocks, perhaps when global market turmoil dies down and the Cairo
government formalizes previously announced reforms such as a cut in
the corporate income tax ceiling, Salem said.

He noted that some stocks were back at late 2013 levels, which did
not seem reasonable given improvements in Egypt’s economic policy-
making and outlook since then. “The positive medium- and long-term
outlook is still there.” A monthly Reuters survey of 15 Middle East fund
managers, published last week, found them on balance still positive on
Egypt. However, non-Arab foreign investors have become net sellers in
the past few days, exchange data shows.

GULF
Meanwhile, most Gulf markets fell in modest turnover because of

weak oil prices and global market instability due to the Greek crisis and
China’s equities crash. The Saudi stock index slipped 0.3 percent as Saudi
Basic Industries, a petrochemical blue chip which is sensitive to oil prices,
lost 0.8 percent. —Reuters

LONDON: British Finance Minister George Osborne
unveiled fresh austerity measures yesterday to slash
the country’s debt, evoking the plight of crisis-hit
Greece in presenting the first purely Conservative
budget for nearly 20 years.  Chancellor of the
Exchequer Osborne slashed welfare spending to hon-
or campaign promises after his Conservative party-
headed by Prime Minister David Cameron-unexpect-
edly won an outright majority in a May 7 general
election.

“This is a Conservative budget that can only be
delivered because the British people trusts us to fin-
ish the job,” said Osborne, who now has a free hand
with the public finances after a tense five-year coali-
tion with the centrist Liberal Democrats.

“The greatest mistake this country could make is
to think all our problems are solved,” he told lawmak-
ers during a speech lasting over an hour.

“You only have to look at the crisis in Greece to
realize if a country is not in control of the borrowing,
the borrowing takes control of the country.” The
budget would transport Britain “from a low wage,
high tax, high welfare economy, to the higher wage,
lower tax, lower welfare country we intend to create”,
he said. Osborne declared the government would
save £37 billion ($57 billion, 51 billion euros) in fur-
ther fiscal consolidation over the next five years.

“Today I set out how we will find just under half of
that — £17 billion.” he told lawmakers. “We found

savings of £12 billion from welfare and £5 billion
from tackling tax evasion, avoidance, planning and
imbalances in the tax system. “The other half will
largely come from government departments through
savings and cuts.”

Deficit reduction
The public deficit is to be cut at the same pace as

in the previous 2010-2015 parliament. The public
purse is expected to shift to a surplus by 2019/2020,
which is a year later than predicted at the time of the
last budget presented in March. “Without sound pub-
lic finances there is no economic certainty for work-
ing people,” Osborne said. “We should always fix the
roof while the sun is shining.”

But he admitted: “”Britain still spends too much,
borrows too much and our weak productivity shows
we don’t train enough or build enough or invest
enough.” There was mixed news on the chancellor’s
latest forecasts for economic growth. Gross domestic
product is set to grow by 2.4 percent this year, down
from a prior estimate of 2.5 percent, after a stronger-
than-expected 3.0-percent expansion in 2014. The
economy is set to expand by 2.3 percent in 2016.

Borrowing was revised down to £69.5 billion in the
current financial year, but was then revised up to
£43.1 billion and £24.3 billion the following two
years, compared to a March forecast of £39.4 billion
and £12.9 billion respectively. Osborne also con-

firmed there would be no change to income tax
thresholds or value added taxation (VAT) for at least
five years.

He will cap annual welfare payments at £23,000
per household in London, against the current level of
£26,000. The amount will be set at £20,000 outside
the capital.

Corporation tax, levied on business profits, will be
reduced from 20 percent to 19 percent in 2017 and
18 percent by 2020. 

Sticking to austerity
The centre-right Tories swept into power on the

back of promises to stick to the austerity plan that
they implemented with the Liberal Democrats during
the last coalition government.

Yesterday’s spending plan sought to build upon
Osborne’s first budget of the year, which was present-
ed under the previous coalition in March. It was
Britain’s first budget written solely by the
Conservatives since 1996. During the coalition years,
Osborne was forced to soften some of his austerity
measures in the face of fierce pressure from the
Liberal Democrats.

However, his priority remains tackling Britain’s
total debt, which stands at about £1.5 trillion. The
coalition had already overseen billions of pounds in
cuts to state spending to slash a record deficit inherit-
ed from the previous Labor government. — AFP

Greece fast approaching 
euro exit door: Economists

ATHENS: Greece may be about to become the first coun-
try to step through the exit door and leave the euro-
zone, according to a Reuters poll that put the chances of
the monetary union breaking up at more than 50 per-
cent for the first time. Euro-zone members have given
Greece a final deadline of Sunday to come up with a pro-
posal for sweeping reforms in return for loans that will
keep the country from crashing out of Europe’s currency
bloc and into economic ruin.

But months of negotiations between Athens and its
creditors has so far yielded nothing and Greece became
the first developed economy to default on a debt pay-
ment to the International Monetary Fund last month.
Trust has also eroded between both sides after Prime
Minister Alexis Tsipras unexpectedly called a referendum
in which six out of 10 Greeks voted to reject further aus-
terity.

“It’s gone too far in the sense that there is absolutely
no trust whatsoever any longer,” said Christel Aranda-
Hassel, senior European economist at Credit Suisse, refer-
ring to the long-drawn-out negotiations. “Ultimately, I
think the Greeks have overplayed their hand.”

Fifty-seven economists polled on Wednesday, as
Tsipras pleaded in the European Parliament for a fair deal

for his country, gave a median 55 percent chance of
Greece leaving the euro-zone. That is the first time the
median probability has shown Greece is more likely than
not to leave the euro in many years of Reuters polls ask-
ing the same question.

While the results show economists have begun
warming up to the possibility of “Grexit”-for many large
banks it is now their base case-it also reflects a glimmer
of hope a deal could be clinched just in time. Financial
markets also appear to have either held on to that hope
or have dismissed a possible Greek exit as a non-event.

The euro has barely weakened this week while bond
yields for peripheral countries such as Portugal, Spain
and Ireland have even dipped a little.

“It’s (a deal) still not impossible especially if the Greek
government comes up with a new proposal and does
not insist on a nominal haircut on the debt but accepts
lengthening of the maturities,” said Johannes Mayr, econ-
omist at BayernLB.

Tsipras has so far insisted on debt relief, saying years
of austerity has damaged Greece’s economy and heaped
misery on people without any rewards. While IMF Chief
Christine Lagarde has hinted some sort of a haircut on
Greece’s debt is necessary to return the economy to

growth, Germany, Greece’s biggest European creditor,
has staunchly opposed the idea.

A German finance ministry spokesman yesterday
rejected measures that reduce the current value of Greek
debt. If Greece fails to convince its creditors by Sunday it
will move a step closer to losing its euro membership,
with a bond redemption by the ECB on July 20 possibly
proving the trigger.

There is a 60 percent probability of Greece defaulting
on the payment, according to economists in the poll.
“The moment that (ECB bond payment) does not get
paid, it is a proper default. And that’s the end because
the ECB cannot continue justifying keeping Greek banks
alive,” Credit Suisse’s Aranda-Hassel said.

The ECB has so far kept cash taps just about open for
Greek banks through its emergency liquidity assistance
program but, faced with a imminent default if a deal isn’t
sealed this week, it could cut off the flow. That would
force Athens to print its own money and effectively leave
the euro-zone.

A Greek exit, the subject for heated debate for many
months, will test the ECB’s readiness to deal with possi-
ble contagion effects on sovereign bond markets in
peripheral countries. —Reuters


